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IAMCP: the voice of the partner community to microsoft
Partners Evolving with Microsoft
In 2010, the Microsoft Partner program modified the program with new competencies and retired old ones.
In October 2010, the next phase of the new Microsoft Partner Network (MPN) will take effect and Microsoft will offer
tailored benefits specifically for each competency. At that time, partners that earn a new competency will have new
customer-facing branding to highlight their specific strengths.
Microsoft is now asking partners to get trained on the latest products. This requirement is a major change from the past
and one that may be challenging for some VARs, given the volume of new products in the largest product launch wave in
history.
The following early adopters of MPN explain how they managed the transition and how others can save time and energy
in evolving their company into one that is positioned with new business models and new opportunities.
This report will also help partners understand some of the key values that other partners have found in MPN.

For more information, visit
www.IAMCP.org

starting top-down
Michael Swoboda
Enterprise Training Center, Ltd.

because it looked like a perfect improvement of this
worldwide community! Our first thought was that it would

		
		

“When we first heard about MPN, we were really enthusiastic

Austria

bring a lot more value for Partners and Customers.”

about:

ETC was established in 1999 and is focused on Microsoft software training, serving customers in all industries. We
developed a special learning system called “Smart”, which is based on MOC/OMLP products and we use it to design new,
optimized training for the Austrian market. ETC was the first Microsoft Gold Certified Partner for Learning Solutions in
2003 and was the #1 Windows 7 Training Center in Western Europe in 2009.

opinions of the microsoft partner program “before”:

The old MS partner program was confusing and neither partners nor customers understood the value of dealing with a
Gold Certified Partner. Also, it was definitely too easy to become a Gold Certified Partner for a lot of the competencies.

what it took:

business benefits:

n From the first presentation of MPN, it was a “BossTopic” in our organization.
n We started with internal discussion meetings after
we got the first details and stayed in touch with the
Microsoft Austria team to know what we could expect.
n We used the Partner Portal and the Membership
Center to get the latest news on MPN.

n The new MPN offers a wide range of possible
specializations for Microsoft partners.
n Reaching a higher status in the new model will help to
differentiate professional companies from the “yes, we also
offer this ABC service” competitors.
n We recommend starting at the portal to get the
information you need for the transition:
https://partner.microsoft.com/global/40109866

using the partner portal with team planning
Chetan Shah
Xpress Computers, Ltd.
India

“When I first heard about the new MPN, I felt that this
was a good step in the right direction. Everyone was
pretty enthused about the forthcoming MPN & we were
well on our way soon after that.”

about:

Xpress Computers Ltd. is a systems integrator established in 1988 with 70 employees. Xpress caters largely to education
and government. Xpress has been a Microsoft Partner for 10 years.

opinions of the microsoft partner program “before”:

The old MS partner program lacked many competencies and specializations that we would have benefitted from. It had
pretty outdated requirements on some of the partner competency requirements. In fact, we felt then that the GOLD
partner certification was pretty easy to achieve.

what it took:
n We had a series of internal meetings to understand and
prepare for the MPN.
n We used the partner portal and membership portal to
understand the new requirements and the possible gaps
between our current eligibility and future norms.
n We have already completed re-certifications and are in
the process of acquiring some of the new competencies.

Tips for the transition:

business benefits:

n I am pretty thrilled and excited from a business
standpoint and am sure that it will enhance our value
proposition to our customers.
n We felt that customers would appreciate our core
values better once we certified in some of the Advanced
Competencies. We will be able to differentiate our solutions
and deployment offerings versus our competition and
hence enhance our unique selling propositions. The MPN
will help us stand out and get increased customer visibility.

a The partner portal and membership portal are the best resources to use. Go through the new guide and you will be
clear about the MPN changes, requirements, and other aspects.

competencies as a business motivator

Martin Ericsson

“With the new competencies, we believe we can achieve a

Alien Interactive AB

competitive advantage in our market.”

Sweden

about:

Alien Interactive AB has been in the IT business for over ten years, delivering both simple and complex software
solutions to our customers. We provide businesses with IT solutions for managing digital information both efficiently
and effectively through the use of our product platform, BizPart, which meets our customers’ needs to improve areas like
customer relationship management, website management, e-commerce, newsletter, reporting time, resource booking,
document management and support ticket workflow. Our passion for our products and our long term commitment to
our customers have given us the success to still be in this fast moving part of the business world.

opinions of the microsoft partner program “before”:

We had been relatively inactive in our Microsoft partnership since 2003, instead focusing on product development of our
web-based product family, BizPart. However, we had met the requirements and have used some of the benefits we have
been offered.
In the old Microsoft partner program, the identification of partner competencies was not always clear and it was difficult
to distinguish between partners because they could all be partners but have completely different skills.

what it took:

business benefits:

n We are now focused on getting the most out of our
partnership with Microsoft. We are attending WPC in
Washington DC and the chance to meet other partners
and gain new information firsthand is much appreciated.

n We believe it will be easier for customers to find the
partner that fits their needs best. We believe that there is
a clearer and more specialized division of partners.

n We believe that to achieve the best result in MPN,
more or less the whole company needs to be involved to
some degree in the process.
n We worked with the information provided on the MPN
website. This was well structured and gave us sufficient
information to get started.
n We are now working to identify differences in
requirements that we have met and that we need to
meet with MPN.

n We see the possibility of finding new partners
ourselves, particularly in competencies such as Content
Management Solutions, Portals and Collaboration
Solutions and Hosting Platform Solutions. We are looking
in particular for partners with an interest in cooperation
on our product BizPart Time report and hosting our
products, and we now believe that the opportunities to
find such partners have increased.
n It’s also exciting to attain new competencies. With
the new competencies we believe we can achieve a
competitive advantage in our market.

Tips for the transition:
a Be sure to read the information on the partner website and make sure that you invest the time necessary to really
understand and realize what MPN can offer you. It is our belief that you will get back much more than what it will cost
you.
a Go through the guide and then plan the work. The process is clearly divided into different steps, so the transition can
be relatively easy.

embracing the evolving it industry with flexibility

“The IT industry is at the cusp of several sweeping changes,

Prashanth Subramanian

and the program needs to be fluid and flexible enough to

Quadra

accommodate these changing needs,”

India

about:

2010 marks the tenth year of Quadra’s operations. Our partnership with Microsoft has been integral to our success and
growth over the years. We chose to partner with Microsoft, among other reasons, for its innovative ability to help us
deliver a scalable customer experience and the power of the “better together” approach. We have been a Gold Certified
Partner for the past 5 years. The MPN has helped us to build a robust practice, skill our workforce, and effectively
transition us across various stages of our growth and scope of ability to deliver on the Microsoft platform.

opinions of the microsoft partner program “before”:

The framework of the MSPP had been developed quite a while ago, and since then the IT industry and the partner
ecosystem have gone through several remarkable changes. The competencies and the partner levels were devised for
an earlier era, and there was increasingly little that a partner could communicate to end customers about how the MSPP
could help them to deliver better solutions. There was also little to differentiate partners at various levels, and a Gold
Certified Partner could be anything from a 10 person to a 10,000 person organization. The new MPN is a welcome move
to accommodate several of these industry evolutions, some of them ground breaking, such as the cloud computing
model, so that it continues to be relevant and at the core of the MS partner ecosystem.
Our first impression of MPN was that this was a long due overhaul. We still feel that there is a lot of change due in terms
of making the program less complex and intimidating, for existing and new partners. This will also make a huge impact
in terms of how customers perceive them and how MS partners can add value to their business.

what it took:
n We first learned about the MPN through last year’s WPC
announcements.
n We relied on one primary source to understand more about
the MPN, and that is the MPN portal itself. By regularly visiting
the site, we were in a position to learn and experience the
numerous changes as they were rolled out over the past year.
n We involved our sales and services team leads in the process,
so that they could in turn prepare and communicate the
changes to customers as well as team members down the line.
n Initially, we experienced a lot of confusion as the changes
rolled out, but gradually we could make out the big picture
and the direction that Microsoft was taking.

business benefits:
n In terms of business impact, we feel that the MPN
offers a more market centric approach, and helps us
to differentiate ourselves with customers based on our
experience and ability to deliver solutions. Competencies
must reflect real world ability to deliver, and not a few
checkmarks on a requirement sheet.
n Most of the changes are welcome and some of
them long overdue. Microsoft and Partners need to be
cognizant of the fact that the IT industry is at the cusp
of several sweeping changes, and the program needs
to be fluid enough and flexible to accommodate these
changing needs.

Tips for the transition:
a The MPN portal in itself provides the best and most comprehensive source of information to partners. I would
encourage partners to visit the portal periodically and try out the new and enhanced deliverables. Often partners
request help or resources and it is readily available in the portal, in a form far more advanced and ready for consumption
than they would have realized.

creating an opportunity for business evaluation
“When I first heard about the new MPN, I thought it was just a
rename of the old program. But as we went through the program,
we found out it was a great tool and an opportunity to differentiate

Juan Jose Amor

from our competitors and a clear path for us to strengthen our skills

Nextel Engineering

while rationalizing our resources.”

spain

about:

Nextel Engineering is a Systems Integrator established in 1993 with 300 employees and offices in Madrid and Barcelona.
We have been a Microsoft partner since the beginning of the company. Initially, we were just a reseller of licenses as a
LAR, but over the years we have built a significant practice on Microsoft infrastructure solutions and focusing on server
products ranging from Windows Server to Exchange, MOSS, OCS, Forefront and the System Center family. Lately we have
expanded our competencies to include Dynamics, Navision and CRM.
Our value proposition to customers is simple: “IT Modernization”. We help our customers to evolve their IT environment
to be able to achieve their challenges on service and budget.

opinions of the microsoft partner program “before”:

The old MS partner program was designed as a sales tool. It failed to show value on real know-how, skills and
experiences. Finally, it was just a binary dilemma: to be or not to be, but didn’t rank the different partners according to
their competency level.

what it took:

business benefits:

n We gathered and reviewed all our resources,
consultants, completed projects, Microsoft products, and
market conditions.

n We are confident this process will help us increase our
Microsoft service business and bring more added value
to our customers

n Then, with the info analyzed, we asked ourselves where
we wanted to be in three years time and what steps
needed to be taken to achieve that goal.

n Personally, I believe this process will contribute very
positively to improve our overall service competencies,
organization, and culture of the whole Consultancy
Business Unit.

n We set up a new services organization aligned with
MPN competencies where we want to be market leaders,
and then allocated resources accordingly.

Tips for the transition:

n Also, we expect a positive impact on our licensing
business, helping us win new customers and provide a
better and more complete service to current ones.

a Use this exercise as an opportunity to review company strategy and midterm objectives.
a Try to align as much as possible the new MPN program with company strategy.
a Engage as many people as possible in the process - sales and service units, but also finance and general management.

focus and differentiation
“Now the partner status actually means something and
gives us a chance to stand out from the crowd. And the

Mikael Nordenstjerna
Fujitsu

IO-message facilitates an easier way to direct our sales
pitch to the business rather than just to IT.”

Sweden

about:

Fujitsu is a leading provider of ICT-based business solutions for the global marketplace with approximately 170,000
employees supporting customers in 70 countries. Fujitsu Sweden has approximately 1200 employees providing a local
presence to our customers. We offer consultancy services, solutions and hardware for your IT-infrastructure and business
and we develop, integrate, manage, administer, and enhance IT-systems and businesses spanning all sectors and all sizes.

opinions of the microsoft partner program “before”:

The old MS partner program didn’t say much about what a company was good at. You could be a Gold Partner based on
completely different reasons than what you actually marketed.

what it took:

business benefits:

n Our transition all started when some consultants
made us aware about the upcoming change. After that it
spread throughout the organization.

n The new program makes it easier to market our skills –
and gives us a way to back up our marketing message.

n We started by mapping what our certification status
really looks like.
n We are now building certification paths for consultants
to follow to ensure that we are ready for the new partner
framework.

n Concepts like BPIO make it easier to build a strong
sales pitch and move the focus away from technology
and towards the business value.
n The new program has given us a better overview
and more focus on the actual competencies of our
consultants and it makes it easier to build career paths
for them.
n Everyone throughout the organization has a better
understanding of what Microsoft technologies can offer
our customers and us.
n This process has led us to having a much closer and
rewarding partnership with Microsoft.

Tips for the transition:
a Really think through what you want to focus on.
a First secure your partner status in your core competencies and then start to identify what other competencies are
adjacent and are easily incorporated in the deals you do.

uncovering the ‘real’ company focus
“There is value in the concentration and focus
we gain by only being concerned with one

Tiffany Ingargiola

competency now, which is our business focus,
instead of three or four.”

New Horizons Computer Learning Center
usa

about:

With over 300 centers in 60 countries, New Horizons Computer Learning Centers is the world’s largest independent
IT training provider. New Horizons New Orleans has been serving businesses and individuals in the New Orleans
community since 1995. We established our Microsoft Partnership early on, nearly 14 years ago and Gold Partnership in
early 2006. We deliver more courses at more locations than any other IT training company. Businesses and individuals
can choose from hundreds of course offerings, delivered by experts, and offered in hundreds of convenient locations
around the world.

opinions of the microsoft partner program “before”:

The old MS partner program did not capitalize on our main business model which is being a Microsoft Partner for Learning Solutions. At any given time we employ up to 12 Microsoft Certified Trainers which allows us to qualify for numerous
competencies with the proper client references. However, in truth those competencies were never our company focus.
We have also struggled with the ease of obtaining partner status and the goals of the base partnership being so low for
companies that did not have the same level of commitment we have to Microsoft Learning.

what it took:

business benefits:

n We learned about MPN at WPC09 in New Orleans. There, each
Learning Partner was given a scorecard of where they were in the
old program and how they will fall within the new requirements.
That was a great takeaway that we built upon throughout the
year.
n Over the past year, the monthly learning call also delivered the
message of what those new guidelines and requirements are. The
Microsoft Learning Channel would stress the importance of each
category and how you could implement.
n Our corporate headquarters has strategized over the last year
to deliver the message to each franchise on those requirements
and steps that need to be taken to exceed the goals of the new
MPN. Each franchise is required to attain the goals of MPN
on their own so leadership was needed to help facilitate the
governance of the new rules.
n Microsoft Learning has established several tools to access
our current standings under the new MPN. Since the Learning
Partners are graded on consumption of courseware and student
evaluations, having access to those tools has been invaluable.

n There is considerable value in the new KPI
scorecard. Microsoft Learning has added
considerable resources and tools and there is
value in being able to assess your company
scorecard and where you are at any time.

Tips for the transition:

n There is also value in the concentration and
focus we gain by only being concerned with
one competency now, which is our business
focus, instead of maintaining three or four
competencies.

a The biggest takeaway I can offer is that you cannot lay your partnership maintenance dormant until your renewal
each year. There are three main categories for Learning Partners and overall they are a good gauge on your Microsoft
business portfolio. Monitor the tools that Microsoft Learning has set up so that you have a better understanding of how
your organization is progressing. This especially holds true for the category of Quality, since this comes straight from the
voices of your students.

first step: individual certification

“We can use the Gold and Silver competencies as an

Wolfram Borchers

important milestone coupled with solution diversity to

ITA Systemhaus GMBH

differentiate ourselves.”

Germany

about:

ITA Systemhaus has been a Microsoft partner since the incorporation of the company in 1997 and Gold Certified
since this program began. Our main focus is implementing Microsoft technologies for our customers and helping
them get real value from their investment in licenses (MS Lizenezen). Our motto is: Save with Microsoft (licenses). 80%
of our customers come from the SME segment and main vertical focus is in the public clients, professional services
organizations, and automotive industry.

opinions of the microsoft partner program “before”:

The old MS partner program with Certified and Gold Certified partners was a quantum leap compared with the previous
one. Knowledge of the Gold partner status and its value has taken a long time to become accepted in the market.

what it took:

business benefits:

n Our focus is on the advanced expertise needed to
achieve the important competencies for our business.
n One of our first steps is the individual certification
requirements of our consultants.
n Close cooperation with Microsoft is very important
and we have relied on the information on the program
support page.

n The MPN is a step in the right direction. We can
use the Gold and Silver competencies as important
milestones coupled with solution diversity to differentiate
ourselves in the market.

Tips for the transition:

a Get started on the process early and handle carefully.

about the iamcp:
IAMCP engages 4,000 current members, or companies that specialize in offering Microsoft and related technology
solutions to customers. The majority are business owners and leaders who seek to build best-of-breed solutions for
our customers from OEMs to System Integrators to ISVs. Our members are highly influential in technology purchasing
decisions of all sized businesses. IAMCP operates in more than 40 countries with over 80 chapters worldwide. The IAMCP
also has facilitated business development among partners since its founding in 1994.
n IAMCP members are early adopters and are among
the most engaged partners.
n IAMCP is the best independent army of advocates for
Microsoft for the greater partner ecosystem.
n IAMCP has members among Microsoft’s most involved
partners.
n IAMCP members are among the first to achieve
Microsoft Competencies.
n If an IAMCP member needs to tap into specialized
skills, they have instant access to the base of IAMCP
members for peer-to-peer business relationships.
n IAMCP members have better connections with
Microsoft and act as the voice to Microsoft from the
partner ecosystem.

Want to tell YOUR story of
MPN Transition?
If you are an IAMCP Member, send your story
to info@IAMCP.org and we’ll publish more tips
and best practices online at www.IAMCP.org and
possibly in a future publication.

